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Introduction
The recent COVID-19 pandemic has posed an unprecedented threat to billions of
people around the globe, as well as to public health systems, economies, and the very
ideal of social interaction. But one group whom it seems not to have not deterred in the
slightest is the global network of white nationalists. On the contrary, white nationalists
have seized the moment and amplified their efforts at spreading hate, accusing frequent
targets--most prominently, Jews and immigrants--of spreading the virus.1 At the same
time, the FBI warns that white nationalist extremists are just as willing to weaponize the
virus as they are afraid of it being used against them. There are reports of white
nationalists encouraging those within their organizations who contract COVID-19 to
spread the virus to Jews and local police agencies via bodily fluids or personal contact. 2
The threat that white nationalists pose is real and present. In recent years, law
enforcement agencies in the United States have determined that one of the chief threats
o he ec i of he co n come f om dome ic e o i , defined a indi id al
who commit violent criminal acts in furtherance of ideological goals stemming from
domestic influences, such as racial bias and anti-government sen imen . 3 One need
only recall the murderous attacks that have occurred in this country in Charlottesville,
VA, Pittsburgh, PA, and Poway, CA since 2017 to register the scale of the threat.
Common to all of these episodes are extremist white nationalists, intent on creating a
whites-only America, emptied of Jews, Muslims, immigrants, and people of color, if
need be through an all-out race war.
Scholars and other experts have pointed to a range of factors that have
contributed to the sharp rise in hate crimes over the past several years,4 including rising
economic disparity, deep racist resentment at an African-American president, the
overall climate of political vilification in the Trump era, and, perhaps most importantly,
the emergence of the internet as a uniquely effective disseminator of hate.5
But of course, white nationalism in the United States has a long history. This
history has carved out pathways of memory along which the white nationalists of today
travel. One of the most astute observers of the phenomenon, Eric Ward, argues that
See Whi e S emaci G
a e Rec i ing i h Hel f m C na i --and a P la Me aging A ,
Time, April 8, 2020, accessed at https://time.com/5817665/coronavirus-conspiracy-theories-white-supremacistgroups/; a ell a E e : C na i B ing S ike in An i-Semitic Sentiments, New York Times, April 20,
2020, accessed at https://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2020/04/20/world/middleeast/ap-ml-israel-world-antisemitism.html.
2 J h Ma g lin, Whi e
emaci enc aging hei membe
ead c na i
c , Je , FBI a ,
ABC News, March 23, 2020, accessed at https://abcnews.go.com/US/white-supremacists-encouraging-membersspread-coronavirus-cops-jews/story?id=69737522.
3 Testimony by FBI assistant directors Michael McGarrity and Calvin Shivers before the U.S. House Oversight and
Reform Committee, Subcommittee on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, June 4, 2019, accessed at
https://www.fbi.gov/news/testimony/confronting-white-supremacy.
4 The leading organizations and agencies active in documenting and following white nationalist activity in Southern
California are the FBI: https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/civil-rights/hate-crimes, the Anti-Defamation League:
https://www.adl.org/, the Southern Poverty Law Center: https://www.splcenter.org/, the Center for the Study of Hate
and Extremism at CSUSB: https://www.csusb.edu/hate-and-extremism-center, the state of California:
https://oag.ca.gov/hatecrimes, and he LA C n
C mmi i n n H man Rela i n : https://hrc.lacounty.gov/.
5 See, for example, Alexandra Minna Stern, Proud Boys and the White Ethnostate: How the Alt-Right is Warping the
American Imagination (New York: Beacon, 2019); and Kathleen Belew, Bringing the War Home: The White Power
Movement and Paramilitary America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard, 2018)
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hi e na ionali m eme ged i h ne igo in he ake of he 1960 a a e ol iona
social movement committed to a Whites-onl na ion. 6
This report excavates an even deeper history, one rooted in Southern California.
This region was not the birthplace of white nationalism nor is it by any means the only
center in the United States. Over the past century however, it has consistently hosted
pockets of white nationalist activists who stand in sharp contrast and opposition to the
egion libe al and m l ic l al cha ac e . Whi e na ionali con in e o o la e he
landscape of Southern California, posing an ever more lethal danger. They communicate
effortlessly with a wider racist cyber-world, sharing toxic ideas and plans online and in
doing so raising serious questions for us about how to produce effective limits on the
spread of white-nationalist hate.
The authors of this report, all students at UCLA, began to work on this project in
the spring of 2019 under the auspices of the Luskin Center for History and Policy. They
were organized into four research pods that reflect each of the four main sections of the
e o : Hi o , Ideolog , In e ne , and Ma ing. Con i en i h he L kin Cen e
mission of bringing historical perspective to bear on contemporary issues of relevance,
the report concludes with a recommendation for an early warning system to identify and
protect against hate speech.
David N. Myers
Director, UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy

E ic Wa d, Skin in he Game: H An i emi i m Anima e Whi e Na i nali m, Political Research Associates,
June 29, 2017, https://www.politicalresearch.org/2017/06/29/skin-in-the-game-how-antisemitism-animates-whitenationalism.
6
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1. History
1.1. Introduction
This section explores the history of white nationalism in Southern California. It
begins with the period of time from World War I to World War II, with particular
attention given to the rise of the Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s following surges in
immigration and the growth of antisemitism in the 1930s. It then considers the post-war
period, during which the Cold War, the Civil Rights Movement, and another wave of
immigration brought about a revival of white nationalism and, at the same time, also
pushed white nationalist ideas and groups toward the fringes of society. This section
concludes with a look at recent trends in white nationalism and the rise of anti-Islamic
rhetoric, especially post 9/11.
1.2. World War I and World War II
The years between World War I and World War II (1918-1941) saw a rise in white
nationalist sentiment and organization in Southern California, beginning with the
growth of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK). The Klan, which originated in the American South
with the abolition of slavery and the end of the Civil War, experienced a so-called second
coming that started in the late 1910s and peaked during the following decade. Unlike the
original Klan, which was localized in the South, the second Klan, which was established
in 1915, was popular in Northern states as well.7 Though likely an exaggeration, the
second Klan claimed to have a nation-wide membership of around five million people.
The mobilization of the second Klan has in part been attributed to the 1915 release of
The Birth of a Nation, a popular film that chronicled the Civil War era while glorifying
the Confederacy and the Klan.
In addition to this film, the arrival of new immigrants acted as an important
catalyst
for white nationalism in Southern California. A surge in immigration from 1880 to 1930
brought over 27 million immigrants to the United States.8 Many of these new arrivals
were from Eastern and Southern Europe; among them were Slavs, Italians, Greeks, and
Jews. Mexican immigration was also on the rise, and the Mexican population in
California grew more than ten-fold from approximately 8,000 in 1900 to around
88,000 by 1920.9 The influx of non-Protestant and non-white immigrants contributed
to a fear that the so-called a hen ic hi e, P otestant America was under threat,
reviving longstanding nativist sentiment in America. 10 In Los Angeles in particular,
international migration was coupled with the arrival of Midwesterners who left their
Linda Gordon, The Second Coming of the KKK (W.W. Norton & Company: New York, 2017), 11-12.
Immig a i n Timeline, The S a e f Liberty and Ellis Island Foundation, accessed August 20, 2019,
https://www.libertyellisfoundation.org/immigration-timeline#1880; Mihaela R bila, Cha ac e i ic f Ea e n
E
ean Immig a i n in he Uni ed S a e , Journal of Comparative Family Studies 39, no. 4 (2008): 545-56.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41604245.
9 Sacramento, California. California Office of Historic Preservation. Latinos in Twentieth Century California:
National Register of Historic Places Context Statement. 2015, 3-5,
http://www.ohp.parks.ca.gov/pages/1054/files/latinosmpdf_illustrated.pdf.
10 Linda Gordon, The Second Coming of the KKK (W.W. Norton & Company: New York, 2017), 3; Linda McGirr,
The War on Alcohol: Prohibition and the Rise of the American State (W.W. Norton & Company: New York, 2016),
133.
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homes following a major influx of European immigrants to the region. Given their vision
of California as a new frontier for white settlement, these Midwesterners molded Los
Angeles into a hotbed for nativism and conservatism. 11 In turn, white nationalism grew
in the late 1910s and 1920s, and by the early 1920s, nativist activists across the nation
helped push for the establishment of immigration quotas.12
As a result of the influx of new ethnic groups, the second Klan had a broader
ideological agenda that went beyond targeting African Americans. While the original
Klan in the South focused on suppressing newly freed blacks during Reconstruction, the
second KKK found a broader base of targets with the arrival of immigrant populations
from Southern and Eastern Europe, and Mexico starting in the 1910s.13 Local Klan
organizations proliferated across the U.S. on the basis of anti-black, anti-Catholic,
antisemitic, and anti-immigrant beliefs. The so-called science of racial hierarchy and the
ideas of eugenicists like Madison Grant provided a further foundation for he Klan
white supremacist ideology.14 Still, it is important to note that in the 1920s, such ideas
on race were hardly confined to the ranks of the Klan, but were widely accepted and
even included in state eugenic laws in California and many other U.S. states as well. In
addition, Protestant morality that called for a war on alcohol in particular was another
im o an a of he Klan ideolog ha clo el fi i h i na i i m. 15 Throughout the
U.S., local Klan chapters often accused Catholics, Jews and other immigrants of driving
bootlegging and other crimes. The Klan sought to restore so-called a hen ic
Ame icani m b infl encing membe belief abo
ace and mo ali .
However, racism and nativism functioned in diverse ways across the various KKK
chapters of the early 1900s. In San Diego and elsewhere in Southern California, some
Irish Catholics supported the KKK because of a common desire to suppress Hispanic
Catholics, who were seen as antithetical to traditional American ideals. 16 Anti-Catholic
sentiment was thus not uniform, but could instead be muted in some local settings
particularly when Catholics were mobilized to act against Hispanic populations.
Meanwhile in Anaheim, nativist sentiment functioned in a somewhat different manner;
KKK members did not focus on oppressing the (small) non-white minority within the
city.17 Rather, they focused on an anti-Catholic agenda because they believed Catholic
influence had corrupted local government.18 The efforts of the Anaheim Klan unfolded
nonviolently and on a political level, with a special interest in Prohibition. Whereas the
championing of law and order was a common rallying point among KKK chapters, in
Anaheim these notions were particularly linked to fervent anti-Catholic sentiment.19
Here, so-called
e Ame icani m a conce ned chiefl no onl i h ace, b
ih
Laura B. Rosenzweig, H
d S e : The U de c e S e a ce f Na
L A ge e (New York:
NYU Press, 2017), 12-13; Robert M. Fogelson, The Fragmented Metropolis: Los Angeles, 1850-1930 (University of
California Press: Berkeley, 1993), xxi, 63-80.
12 California Office of Historic Preservation, Latinos in Twentieth Century California, 4-5.
13 McGirr, The War on Alcohol, 14-15, 26-27.
14 Gordon, The Second Coming of the KKK, 22-23.
15 McGirr, The War on Alcohol, 133-137.
16 Gordon, The Second Coming of the KKK, 147.
17 Ch i
he Nick la C c l ch , The In i ible G e nmen and he Viable C mm ni : The Kl Kl Klan in
Orange County, Calif nia D ing he 1920 , V l me I, (PhD di ., Uni e i
f Calif nia, L Angele , 1979),
64-66.
18 Ibid, 432-435.
19 McGirr, The War on Alcohol, 133-135.
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civic order as well. This resulted from the strong Protestant chauvinism of both the
national and Anaheim-based KKK. In fact, the Anaheim Klan was founded by a
Protestant minister.20 Therefore, despite sharing racist beliefs, white nationalist
organizations, or even different chapters within the same one, could differ in their
agenda and hei belief abo
he chief h ea o hi e Ame ica.
A notable attribute of the KKK in this period was its mainstream character. While
the Klan that formed during Reconstruction generally operated in secret, the secondwave Klan of the early 20th Century functioned more openly. The second Klan largely
strayed away from acts of violence,21 and instead enacted its agenda through activities
such as mass demonstrations. For example, about 20,000 supporters attended a KKK
rally in Anaheim in July 1924 and elected officials often spoke at Klan demonstrations. 22
Many politicians and police officers were also members of the Klan, and during a brief
period in the early 1920s, the KKK electorally secured control of the Anaheim city
council government.23 Throughout the city, the local council placed signs that read
KIGY, an ac on m fo Klan men, I g ee o . 24 This designation of Anaheim as a
Klan-friendly city was part of a much broader pattern of the racial-coding of urban
spaces. In Los Angeles, the newly incorporated Eagle Rock neighborhood was advertised
in local newspapers as having residents all of he Whi e o Ca ca ian ace. 25 In such a
multiracial city, real-estate developers conceived of upscale housing as a bastion of
whiteness to be constructed and defended.
The Great Depression, which began with the stock market crash of October 29,
1929, further stoked white nationalist sentiment. 26 The high rate of unemployment
throughout the nation led to a backlash against immigrants and foreign workers who
were perceived as taking jobs away from so-called eal Ame ican . In
n, he ethnic
diversity of Southern California and its large agricultural areas that employed Mexican
immigrants provided a critical environment for the proliferation of such reactionary
racism.27 In addition, New Deal-era cuts to veteran benefits were of particular
importance for Southern California, which was home to around one third of the disabled
veterans from the First World War.28
It was also in this context that racist ideology and organization began to develop
around the idea of antisemitism based on economic grounds. Economic antisemitism
had tremendous staying power and continues to be a guiding motif of contemporary
C c l ch , The In i ible G e nmen and he Viable C mm ni , 163.
Ibid, 19-20.
22 Gordon, The Second Coming of the KKK, 2-3.
23 C c l ch , The In i ible G
e nmen and he Viable C mm ni , 353-354.
24 Richa d Melching, The Ac i i ie
f he K Kl Klan In Anaheim, Calif nia 1923-1925, Southern California
Quarterly 56, no. 2 (1974): 184, https://www.jstor.org/stable/41170523?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents.
25 P
ec Y
Famil f m he De lia i n f Me
li an De el men . M e Raciall Re ic ed
H ll
dland!, MichaelK hlHaa . g, A il 26, 2015, h ://michaelk hlhaa . g/ /2015/04/26/
ec -yourfamily-from-the-despoliation-of-metropolitan-development-move-to-racially-restricted-hollywoodland/.
26 Steven J. Ross, Hitler in Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America (New York:
Bloomsburg Publishing Plc, 2017), 11-12; Rosenzweig, H
d S e : The U de c e S e a ce f Na
in Los Angeles, 7.
27 De e i n E a: 1930 : Re a ia i n f
Me ican & Fili in Fa m W ke , Oakland M e m f Calif nia:
Pic e Thi : Calif nia Pe ec i e n Ame ican Hi
, De e i n E a: 1930 : Re a ia i n f Me ican &
Filipino Farm Workers, http://picturethis.museumca.org/timeline/depression-era-1930s/migrant-farm-workers/info.
28 Ross, Hitler in Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America, 16.
20
21
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white nationalist expression. Aided in large part by the antisemitic themes promoted by
Henry Ford in the Dearborn Independent and The International Jew, the Great
Depression led to a broader national acceptance of antisemitic economic conspiracies
among American nativists who blamed the Depression on the machinations of Jewish
banke and fea ed ha he Je in P e iden Roo e el cabinet were secretly
controlling the president and the U.S. government.
Moreover, in the 1930s, many nativists, goaded by the likes of Father Charles
Co ghlin in De oi , looked o Ge man i h admi a ion a Hi le ied o
if
Germany culturally and economically by seeking to remove non-Aryans from Germany.
Antisemitism and support for fascism grew precipitously among Americans with nativist
and racist sympathies in this decade. In Southern California, nativists formed Naziinspired groups in an effort to save and restore so-called hi e Ame ica. Chief among
these were the Silver Shirts and the German American Bund.
The Silver Shirts, sometimes known as the Silver Legion, was a nation-wide
group led by William Dudley Pelley that was active in Southern California during the
mid-1930s. Pelley greatly admired Adolf Hitler and modeled his Silver Shirts after Nazi
stormtroopers. Coupling fascist ideology with strong religiosity, the Silver Shirts
espoused a pro-fascist, pro-fundamentalist Christian, pro-isolationist, anti-communist,
anti-democracy, anti-immigrant, and antisemitic ideology. Members of this
o gani a ion e e e i ed o be of he A an ace, hich mean ha Je , Ca holic ,
and non- hi e e e no allo ed o join. A he g o
eak, he Silver Shirts had
around 15,000 active members mostly concentrated on the Pacific Coast, with its
membership growing fastest in Southern California. 29
An important site for the Silver Shirts was San Diego County. Throughout the
1930s, the various San Diego organizations that espoused white supremacist ideologies
mixed and merged with each other.30 Many members of the Silver Shirts were former
Klan members. The Silver Shirts utilized tactics that included military training and
stockpiling military-grade weaponry in preparation for what they viewed as an
inevitable race war. The local Klan and Silver Shirts also continuously broke up union
demonstrations, organizations, and strikes to prevent Mexicans and other immigrants
from unionizing. Much like the San Diego Klan that developed in the 1920s, the San
Diego Silver Shirts were violently opposed to the growing presence of Mexican
immigrants. The Silver Shirts also planned an armed take-over of San Diego City Hall,
though were ultimately unsuccessful in executing their plan.31
Another prominent Silver Shirt chapter was located in Los Angeles. Given the
o gani a ion lan o ei e con ol of he na ional go e nmen and e abli h a
Christian commonwealth, the Los Angeles Jewish Community Council viewed this
group as the most politically threatening right-wing organization in the 1930s.32 The
Silver Shirts operated their own newspaper, the Silver Ranger, which reprinted excerpts
Suzanne G. Ledeb e , The Man Wh W ld Be Hi le : William D dle Pelle and he Sil e Legi n,
California History 65, no. 2 (1986): 130, doi:10.2307/25158370; Ross, Hitler in Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi
Plots Against Hollywood and America, 79. 358n.
30 Ca l
M. La alde and Richa d G i
ld del Ca ill , San Dieg Kl Kl Klan 1920-1980, The Journal of
San Diego History, 46, no. 2-3 (2000), https://sandiegohistory.org/journal/2000/april/klan/.
31 Ledeb e , The Man Wh W
ld Be Hi le : William D dle Pelle and he Sil e Legi n, 132; R , Hitler in
Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America, 79.
32 Rosenzweig, H
d S e : The U de c e S e a ce f Na
L A ge e , 35.
29
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from two key antisemitic texts: the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a fictional account of
a cabal of Jewish bankers intent on world domination, and The International Jew: The
W d P b e , which borrowed heavily from the Protocols.33 The Silver Shirts and
the German American Bund shared a close relationship, especially between 1936 and
1938.34 High- anking Sil e Shi
i i ed he B nd head a e in Do n o n Lo
Angeles daily to confer with Bund leaders on various collaborations. Collaborations
incl ded no - o m , hich con i ed of d o ing ho and of o-fascist and
antisemitic pamphlets from rooftops onto popular intersections, along with more
confrontational protests, like the 1938 picketing of the Ambassador Hotel during a
meeting for West Coast Jewish community organizations. 35
Established officially in 1936, the German American Bund of Los Angeles was
founded amid the growth of nativism, economic depression, and the ascendance of the
Nazi regime. Previously known as the Friends of New Germany, which was founded
earlier in the decade, the Bund, like its predecessor, fashioned itself outwardly as a
patriotic community of German Americans celebrating Americanism. In reality, it was a
fascist organization whose leaders had direct ties to Adolf Hitler and the head of the
Nazi propaganda machine, Joseph Goebbels.
According to a conservative estimate, the Friends of New Germany had around 25,000
members nation-wide during its height in 1935, though estimates vary widely.36 The key
pillars of this pro-Nazi group were antisemitism and anti-Communism, two intersecting
themes that fueled the still-popular belief in Jewish world domination. Much like the
Silver Shirts, the Bund also had a secret paramilitary unit that sought to use violent
means to establish a fascist state in the United States. Alongside antisemitism, the Bund
also harbored prejudicial sentiments against African Americans and Catholics. During
their initiation rituals, prospective members were required to swear an oath that they
had nei he Je i h no colo ed blood in hei ein .
As has often been the case with white-nationalist organizations, law enforcement
allo ed he Sil e Shi and he B nd o e i fo ea de i e bo h g o
i len
racism. Authorities were much more concerned about the perceived threat of
communism. In fact, in 1940, the San Diego Silver Shirts offered to support the House
of Un-American Activities (HUAC) by passing out anti-communist propaganda.37
Meanwhile, although the Federal Bureau of Investigation and HUAC launched several
investigations of the Bund throughout the 1930s, the investigations were unsuccessful
because local law enforcement members with racist sympathies warned Bund leaders of
impending investigations, allowing them to cover up their hateful pro-Nazi rhetoric and
treasonous plans.38 As historians Steven Ross and Laura Rosenzweig demonstrate in
their works on Nazism in Los Angeles during the 1930s, the persistent work of Jewish
lawyer Leon Lewis and the spy ring he created earlier in the decade finally led to a
robust investigation that publicly revealed racist and antisemitic mission of the of the
Ledeb e , The Man Wh W ld Be Hi le : William D dle Pelle and he Sil e Legi n, 133.
Ross, Hitler in Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America, 90.
35 Some of these pamphlets came directly from Germany. Rosenzweig, H
d S e : The U de c e
Surveillance of Nazis in Los Angeles, 118.
36 Ibid, 236.
37 Carlos M. Larralde and Richa d G i
ld del Ca ill , San Dieg Kl Kl Klan 1920-1980, The Journal of
San Diego History.
38 Ross, Hitler in Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America, 62, 103.
33
34
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Bund in the late 1930s.39 B he end of he decade and he Uni ed S a e
b e en
entry into the Second World War, the Bund and the Silver Shirt organizations had
largely fallen apart.
1.3. Post-War Period
While the fight against Nazism in Europe did curb the influence of some groups
such as the Bund and the Silver Shirts, it did not eradicate white supremacist racism in
Southern California or elsewhere in the nation. The polarizing Cold War atmosphere
in en ified hi e na ionali
fea of he o he , hile al o in illing a a anoid fea of
Ame ica do nfall, hich led o he e abli hmen of he John Bi ch Society in 1958.40
This far-right organization was founded on the basis of anti-communism and support
for a small federal government, and became what one journalist called a ga e a d g
in o o he fo m of e emi m. 41 At its peak, the society boasted approximately 100,000
members across the United States and enjoyed particular support in Orange County,
where it was founded. Its leaders organized political opposition to the Civil Rights
Movement, and in doing so appealed to the racist sympathies of many Americans.
According to the society, the Civil Rights Movement was a veiled Soviet plot seeking to
e abli h a So ie -Neg o Re blic. 42
The Second Migration and the Civil Rights movement also influenced post-war
white nationalist beliefs and organization. Into the 1950s and late 1960s, African
Americans faced racial segregation in housing and zoning practices. Across the U.S.,
local realty boards shared an interest in maintaining segregated neighborhoods. 43 The
development of the Civil Rights Movement also spurred anti-black racism. For example,
a membe of he Klan den a San Diego Cam Pendle on mili a ba e com lained ha
the Black Panthers were allowed to openly advocate their causes while they were not. 44
Another important development in the post-war era was a new wave of mass
immigration into the United States. In this period, the majority of migrants arrived from
Asia and Latin America, and Southern California white nationalists were especially
concerned about the increase in immigrants from Mexico. Mexican immigration began
to accelerate during World War II with the Bracero Program, a 1942 plan that recruited
nea l 4.6 million Me ican men o he U.S. n il he og am end in 1964 in o de o
Ibid. 271-322. Rosenzweig, H
d S e : The U dercover Surveillance of Nazis in Los Angeles.
Cha le J. S e a , The Ma e C n i ac f he J hn Bi ch S cie : F m C mm ni m
he Ne W ld
O de , Western Journal of Communication (includes Communication Reports), 66:4, 424-428. doi:
10.1080/10570310209374748.
41 Ja n Wil n,
Sen ele Ha e : The Fa Righ ' Dee R
in S he n Calif nia, The Guardian, May 5,
2019, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/05/far-right-southern-california-history.
42 Ch i
he T le , The J hn Bi ch S cie i S ill Infl encing Ame ican P li ic , 60 Yea Af e i F nding,
The Conversation, December 6, 2018, https://theconversation.com/the-john-birch-society-is-still-influencingamerican-politics-60-years-after-its-founding-107925; D n Te , B inging Back Bi ch, Southern Poverty Law
Center: Intelligence Report 2013 Spring Issue, March 1, 2013, https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/intelligencereport/2013/bringing-back-birch.
43 J hn Ken , The Hidden Hi
f C l e Ci Raci m, StreetsBlogLA, April 5, 2019,
https://la.streetsblog.org/2019/04/05/the-hidden-history-of-culver-city-racism/.
44 Rough draft and briefing of newspaper coverage of Klan Activity from 1976-1979, Box 1, Folder 8, James
Richardson papers, UCLA Library Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, University of
California, Los Angeles; Robert Lind e S ecial, Unea Peace Seen in Ma ine Cam Af e A ack n Whi e b
Black , The New York Times, December 2, 1976, https://www.nytimes.com/1976/12/02/archives/uneasy-peaceseen-in-marine-camp-after-attack-on-whites-by-blacks.html.
39
40
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compensate for the agricultural labor shortage during the war. A significant portion of
these immigrants were directed to farms in California, as the state rose to become the
co n
leading ag ic l al od ce b he 1950 . 45 Meanwhile, many contemporary
white nationalists view the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 as a particularly
omino
ning oin in immig a ion hi o beca e he belie ed ha i aboli ion
of the national-origins quota system signaled a departure from an immigration policy
previously [de igned] o kee he co n
hi e. 46
With the 1973 economic recession, racist theories increasingly linked the
presence of Latinx immigrants to the unemployment epidemic. The archetype of the
undocumented immigrant who agreed to starvation wages became a ubiquitous object
of contempt in both mainstream and white nationalist discourses. Panic over this figure
was easily converted into broad anti-Latinx racism in Southern California and across the
United States.. Some white nationalist groups vowed to take direct action to alleviate
this concern. One such incident occurred in San Diego on April 4, 1978 when four Klan
members picked up California resident Juan Mendez Ruiz and handed him over to a
border checkpoint after discarding his legal documents. 47
1.4. 1970s-1990s
In the wake of the 1973 recession, the Klan experienced a short-lived resurgence,
though it lacked the political capital to translate this uptick into sustained influence.
With the passage of major civil rights legislation and a legal end to segregation decades
earlier, overt state-sponsored racism went by the wayside. Racism and antisemitism
were no longer acceptable in polite political company, though more subtle forms of race
and class discrimination did not disappear. With the election and wide popularity of
Ronald Reagan in 1980, fringe racist groups experienced a further decline as their pool
of recruits were instead attracted to a mainstream politics that promised reinvigorated
social conservatism without tying itself to an unwinnable battle against integration. By
1987, the Anti-Defamation League put the number of Klan members nation-wide at
between 4,500 and 5,500, the lowest since 1973.48
For white nationalists, this tamer conservatism did not suffice. They became
increasingly disillusioned with the political system as a whole, condemning both left and
igh a
o con olled a m on he ame F anken ein bod . 49 White nationalist
groups were forced to devise new strategies to keep their old beliefs relevant, if not
popular. So he n Califo nia
o majo hi e na ionali mo emen of he 1980 Christian Identity and the new Klan - spurned the mainstream political arena to more
raucously effect change with a small but dedicated core of followers.
The Christian Identity (CI) movement describes a wide-ranging set of religious
beliefs derived from the nineteenth century British Israelism movement, which declared
B ace : Hi
, C m en a i n, Rural Migration News 12, no. 2, April 2006,
https://migration.ucdavis.edu/rmn/more.php?id=1112.
46 Jared Taylor, interviewed by Russel K. Nieli, December 21, 1999, in Contemporary Voices of White Nationalism
in America, ed. Carol M. Swain et al. (Cambridge University Press, 2004), 100.
47 Bill O , 2 Men Indic ed n Cha ge
f Vi la ing Alien Righ , The San Diego Union, November 4, 1978.
He man Baca C llec i n, MSS 649: S bjec File , B 25, F lde 13, S ecial C llec i n and A chi e , UC San
Diego, https://library.ucsd.edu/dc/object/bb0820409r/_1.pdf.
48 Anti-Defama i n Leag e f B nai B i h/Ci il Righ Di i i n, The Ha e M
emen T da : A Ch nicle f
Vi lence and Di a a (Ne Y k, 1987), 1.
49 W.A.R. P i i n , WAR, February 1994.
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Anglo o be de cended f om he Lo T ibe of I ael. The CI, hich ill e i
today, is extremely decentralized, making generalizations of its members difficult. Its
churches often have no more than two dozen congregants, though a few CI theologians
have managed to gain wider influence through their pseudo-academic research. CI
antisemitism was fanned by the alteration of British Israelist doctrine to assert that
modern-day non-Anglo Je a e no a hen ic Je beca e he in e mi ed i h
gentiles while the Lost Tribes isolated themselves in Europe. CI thereby interprets racial
separatism as a means to retain thei a
a God cho en eo le and o a oid
becoming he fal e Je
again
hom he ail. Man of he mo
ominen CI
actors of the 1980s were first initiated in this theology around the mid-century, when it
was invoked in tax avoidance schemes to denounce secular law. It was not until the late
1970s, though, that this theology would attract followers from outside this niche. With
Roe v. Wade and the subsequent build-up of the anti-abortion movement, CI churches
found common cause with a sizable pool of committed activists. Abortion had long been
a node of contention for CI, because they believed that it represented an existential
threat to white progeny. CI churches targeted anti-abortion activists who were
disillusioned by the legal system that produced Roe v. Wade and dissatisfied with the
results of mild protests. This would lead its members to firebomb clinics and target
doctors.
At the same time, the Klan began to transform. In 1973, David Duke, a young LSU
graduate kicked out of multiple Klan dens for his heterodoxies, formed his own group:
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (KKKK). By the end of the decade, the KKKK had solidified
itself in California under the controversial leadership of state chapter leader and San
Diego resident, Tom Metzger. By then, another upstart Klan offshoot, the Invisible
Empire, had also gained a foothold in the state. The Invisible Empire had broken off
from the KKKK and was led by another Louisiana native, Bill Wilkinson. The two Klans
dispensed with plans for the Klan as an expansive and above-board political force and
increasingly turned to pot-stirring and subterfuge in lieu of traditional organization
b ilding. In he o d of Me ge , Infl ence i mo e im o an han n mbe . . . .
We e mo e in e e ed in ing to develop a more professional program a program
which we can influence other people who will probably never join the Klan, but who will
hink and o e in man of he ame a
e belie e. 50
Cen al o he e Klan ac ic a e e en a ion i hin main tream discourses.
Members took on a deluge of media appearances, ranging from local talk radio shows to
The Jerry Springer Show. Klanners were invariably treated with apprehension but also
with a degree of morbid curiosity. They did little to mask their extremism. They did not
aim to appear palatable to mainstream society, but rather they hoped to identify recruits
looking fo an ideological lode a . We ed he e . We lied and did an hing e
co ld o make e o e ha
, admi ed one fo me membe of the Invisible Empire.
We in en ionall
aged hing j
o ge co e age. 51 Duke employed this tactic in 1977
hen he a eled o San Diego o ina g a e he KKKK bo de a ol . The e a ol
consisted of Klanners roving outside of San Diego looking to kidnap and turn over to
authorities anyone they thought was undocumented. In terms of deterring immigration,
Tom Metzger interview 13 February 1980, James Richardson papers, UCLA Library Special Collections, Charles
E. Young Research Library, University of California, Los Angeles.
51 Dean Calb ea h, K
e ing he Klan, Columbia Journalism Review (New York, 1981), 42.
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the watches were a failure; the San Diego den complained that Duke sprung this idea on
them without consultation and left them to organize it with no funding. But Duke
succeeded in drawing a crowd of journalists that publicized and amplified the stunt and
the KKKK.
By the early 1980s, Metzger had left the KKKK following an internal schism
concerning misused funds, police collaboration, and drug dealing ha led he KKKK
San Diego den to defect to the Invisible Empire.52 Despite this, Metzger continued the
le on he lea ned f om D ke flambo an and no hodo Klan o gani ing. In 1983,
Metzger established the White Aryan Resistance (WAR) and loudly embraced a rumor
that had floated around Klan circles for years: that he admired and took inspiration
from the Nazis. Metzger, like Duke, was drawn to running for office -not in hopes of
effecting legislative change, but as a means of bringing further attention to his crusade
for white supremacy. His aping of Duke manifested in his revival of the ill-fated border
patrols. WAR came to champion anti-Latinx racism heavily during this time, realizing
its resonance in mainstream discourse surrounding undocumented immigration. A
Metzger campaign booklet contains a cartoon of a hard-hatted worker paralyzed by
ake h o gh hi limb . Along ide B ea c a and Fo eign ade a ,
o ake
a e labeled Me ican alien and Alien & C ban . The o o i e age ead , Ame ica
Fi Fo A Change. 53
Moreover, though WAR privately continued its anti-black rhetoric unabated,
publicly the organization put up a peaceable front with regards to black Americans.
Metzger went on stage at a Nation of Islam event to personally hand a donation to Louis
Farrakhan. Officially, WAR extolled racial nationalism for all; according to his plan,
black Americans would be allowed self-determination and a share of land in the Cotton
Belt. But in the pages of their privately distributed newspaper, WAR members routinely
inveighed against African and black American culture. What received coverage in the
New York Times, ho e e , a Me ge con o ing i h Fa akhan.
In spite of their seeming ideological differences, both the Christian Identity
movement and WAR found common cause in pioneering stochastic terrorism. Metzger
e med i lone olf e o i m, i h inde enden l ac ing adhe en commi ing e o
inspired by a broader structure but not implicating it. Christian Identitarians, by turn,
celeb a ed hei Phineha
ie , hich e e named af e he biblical fig e of
Phinehas who murdered another Jew for sleeping with a gentile. This was a model of
terror put to use when Buford Furrow, CI books in tow, drove from Washington to Los
Angeles in 1999 with the self-appointed mission of killing Jews.54
The 1980s also the saw the rise of the Orange County-based pseudo-scholarly
Institute for Historical Review (IHR) as a major organ of Holocaust denial. The IHR was
emblematic of an international trend of antisemitism seeking to wrap itself in the cloak
of academic legitimacy. Though disconnected from any established scholarly body, such
institutions employed the language and, ostensibly, the rigor of academia to dress up
G ie ance e en ed : G and D ag n T m Me ger by Titan George Willis and Members of the San Diego
Den n A g 8, 1978 a Fallb k, Ca, Jame Richa d n a e , UCLA Lib a S ecial C llec i n , Cha le E.
Young Research Library, University of California, Los Angeles.
53 The P cke G ide
T m Me ge , Me ge f C ng e C mmi ee, Jame Richa d n a e , UCLA Lib a
Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, University of California, Los Angeles.
54 Danny W. Davis, The Phinehas Priesthood: Violent Vanguard of the Christian Identity Movement (Santa Barbara,
Calif.: Praeger Security International, 2010), 62, 84.
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much of the same rhetoric that could be found in Klan newspapers. That many of these
in i ion membe
e e ofe o a e ec ed ni e i ie , albei
i ing abo
o ic fa o ide hei field, added o hei o k a ea ance of e ec abili . The
were routinely censured by their employers and colleagues for their association with
these antisemitic bodies. Among the authors published by IHR were the well-known
denialists Arthur Butz, a professor of electrical engineering at Northwestern University,
and Robert Faurisson, a French literary scholar. Another boon for academic
antisemitism came in 1994 with the publication of Cal State Long Beach professor Kevin
MacDonald Culture of Critique series. Purportedly an objective evolutionary
psychology analysis of Jewish culture, much of the work of these books is
intellectualizing recycled conspiracies relating to Judeo-Bolshevism and the Frankfurt
School. MacDonald e i ed he e old m h b f aming hem a g o e ol iona
a eg ; Je
o fa -left revolutionary movements because it is in their interests
to overturn the white-dominated hierarchies of power that exclude Jews and thereafter
o c ea e ne in i ion helmed b Je . MacDonald a ic la ion of Je i h ho ili
toward the European-de i ed eo le and c l e of he Uni ed S a e emain
influential in white nationalist circles.55
During this time, several white nationalist organizations began to recognize the
potential of the internet as a propagandizing space. WAR, which already had its own
public access television show and newspaper, acquired the resist.com domain, from
which Metzger still publishes his jeremiads. In 1996, Don Black, the successor to David
Duke as Grand Wizard of the KKKK, created Stormfront, which is still a popular
message board for white supremacists.
1.5. Modern Trends in White Nationalism
Recent white nationalist activity has reinforced the importance of the internet in
proselytizing. Unmoderated or poorly moderated sites have given white nationalists new
freedoms in disseminating propaganda, which offers a violent and uncensored assertion
of their power and intimidation. An extreme case occurred with the Christchurch
mosque shooting, which was live-streamed by the perpetrating terrorist. On a smaller
scale, street fighting groups like Proud Boys and the Rise Above Movement record their
confrontations with protestors or leftist groups and upload them online to share their
cce e o o ic follo e on a an g e o . The in e ne ha al o aided in b inging
interest to previously fringe white nationalist sects and literature of today and of the
past. Recent white nationalist terrorists have credited their indoctrination to sources as
varied as fascist mystics and Odinism, the ancient Nordic religion. In turn, recent
rhetoric has reinvigorated old prejudices such as belief in blood libel, which was based
on the fallacious claim that Jews use the blood of Christians for ritual purposes. The
perpetrator of the synagogue shooting in the San Diego suburb of Poway claimed to be
a enging Simon of T en , an alleged ic im of ac ificial Je i h bloodl
f om he
fif een h cen
. The in e ne abili o di emina e bo h a med-over antisemitic
theories and illicit terror manuals has furthered lone wolf terrorism.
In the new millennium, Islamophobia has also become one of the foremost topics
of import for white nationalists, and one closely linked to antisemitism. Islamophobia in
Ke in MacD nald, S alin Willing E ec i ne : Je
Quarterly 5, no. 3 (2005): 96.
55
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general has been amplified since the September 11, 2001 attacks, but, more recently, the
S ian ef gee c i i ein igo a ed no ion of he g ea e lacemen , hich i a
conspiracy theory with a long history, but was most famously articulated by the 1973
French novel The Camp of the Saints. In the 1990s, it gained further currency among
American white nationalist groups in reaction to post-apartheid South Africa. The core
of the conspiracy theory is that non-Jewish whites are being killed off by way of racemixing and violence. Its current form is a convenient marriage of antisemitism and
Islamophobia, which alleges that Jews are responsible for a plot that will see the global
white population replaced by brown and black immigrants, and white society usurped
by Sharia law. Perhaps its most infamous appearance was at the 2017 white nationalist
ma ch in Cha lo e ille, VA, hen ma che chan ed e ea edl Je
ill no eplace
.
1.6. Conclusion
This section reveals a wide variety of groups and actors operating under the
banner of white nationalism in Southern California. And yet, for all the different
religious or political shades that have differentiated these movements, they have far
more in common with each other than their posturing would suggest. Common to all is
the overriding desire to create or maintain a hierarchy of power with non-Jewish whites
at the top; almost as frequent is a belief that Jews are intent on toppling this power
hierarchy. Though these motives are found in white supremacist movements the world
o e , he ha e fo nd ecial e onance among So he n Califo nia
hi e na ionali .
A combination of racial diversity and lasting notions of California as an untamed
frontier has given the region a fixed place in the white supremacist imagination as a site
to be violently cultivated and remade to their liking. While white nationalist groups and
ideologies have increasingly moved toward the fringes of polite society and politics,
these ideas and organizations remain a significant threat to a democratic and pluralistic
society.
2. Ideological Pillars
According to Eric K. Ward, the key components of white nationalist ideology are
the ideas that people of different races are intrinsically different from each other and
that whites are superior to others.56 The ideology pod further broke down white
nationalist ideology into four pillars, or basic tenets, for more focused study: 1) the
prevalence of antisemitism, 2) the perceived need for a white ethnostate, 3) the fear of
immigration, and 4) hate speech. These four pillars provide the main framework for
other ideological concepts within white nationalism.
2.1. Antisemitism
This condensed section of racial history, while by no means entirely
comprehensive, provides context for the ways in which non-Jews have used fluctuation
of racial identity as a way to paint Jews as threats to and distinct from the white race.
E ic K. Wa d, Skin in he Game: H An i emi i m Anima e Whi e Na i nali m, P li ical Re ea ch
Associates, June 29, 2017, https://www.politicalresearch.org/2017/06/29/skin-in-the-game-how-antisemitismanimates-white-nationalism.
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This is not a new idea, but rather an anchor of white nationalist thought. As mentioned
in the previous section on the history of white nationalism, a massive wave of Eastern
European Jewish immigration between 1880 and 1920 escalated tensions between Jews
and non-Jews in America.57 From the 1920s to the 1940s, the idea that Jews presented a
collective problem to the rest of the society gained traction in public and political
discourse.58 Catholic radio preacher Father Charles Coughlin accused Jews of
orchestrating a global Jewish conspiracy throughout the 1930s.59 A Nazi rally was held
on February 20, 1939 at Madison Square Garden. 60 This racial targeting did not simply
disappear into the past; contemporary white nationalists consider Jews not only to be
non-white, but as the absolute antithesis of whiteness.61 Per The New Order, a Neo-Nazi
o gani a ion e io l kno n a he Na ional Sociali Whi e Peo le Pa
(NWSPP),62 the Jews are an Asiatic race eternally locked in battle with the Aryan race - a
battle that will end only when one of the two groups is made extinct.63 Before the
organization was known as the NSWPP, it was known as the American Nazi Party.64
Founded in 1958 by George Lincoln Rockwell to honor the legacy of Hitler and Nazi
Germany, the American Nazi Party had only a few hundred members. 65 Since
restructuring efforts in 1983 resulted in another change to The New Order, the
organization has grown to be one of the strongest and most stable Nazi organizations in
America.66 In a similar tone of racial superiority, the white nationalist group Identity
Evropa identifies itself through its website as a fraternity that limits membership to
those who can prove non-Semitic European heritage.67 The group aims to recruit college
students.68
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion provides fodder for present conspiracy
theories leveled at the Jewish people. The Protocols were a set of fictitious transcripts
written in the early twentieth century alleging to report on a meeting of Jewish leaders
who were discussing plans to overthrow the world order through both communist and
capitalist strategies The Protocols eventually became one of the most widely
Jeffrey Israel, "Jewishness, Race, and Political Emotions," in Living with Hate in American Politics and Religion:
How Popular Culture Can Defuse Intractable Differences, 27-73. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2019),
42,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7312/isra19016.6?refreqid=excelsior%3A2090213c81ffffad1ede3b19fa5a160a&seq
=1#metadata_info_tab_contents.
58 I ael, Je i hne , Race, and P li ical Em i n , 43.
59 Ibid.
60 Dianne Be na d, The nigh h
and f Na i acked Madi n S a e Ga den f a all
and violence
e
ed, Washington Post, (Washington, D.C.: WP Company LLC), December 9, 2018,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2018/12/09/night-thousands-nazis-packed-madison-square-garden-rallyviolence-erupted/.
61 Abby L. Ferber, White Man Falling: Race, Gender, and White Supremacy (New York: Rowman & Littlefield
Publishers, Inc., 1999), 2.
62 Ibid., 51.
63 Ibid., 126.
64 Ibid., 51.
65 Ibid.
66 Ibid.
67 T
ia Smi h, A Whi e S emaci P h On Cam e , Sch l W e le Wi h Re n e, All Thing
Considered, NPR, March 12, 2017, https://www.npr.org/2017/05/12/527985172/as-white-supremacists-push-ontocampuses-schools-wrestle-with-response.
68 Smi h, A Whi e S
emaci P h On Cam e , Ma ch 12, 2017.
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disseminated pieces of antisemitic literature, with millions of copies distributed all over
the world.69 The notion that Jewish people hungered for world domination, as presented
in the Protocols, had a large influence on American industrialist Henry Ford. He made
the above conspiracy theory into one of the cornerstones of the Dearborn Independent,
a newspaper he published between 1919 and 1927.70 Although the era of Coughlin and
Ford marked a high point of antisemitic expression, the threat of Jewish world
conspiracy is still trumpeted to this day. In a recent primary election, a series of
antisemitic robocalls were sent out across California attacking Senator Dianne Feinstein
in favor of her neo-Nazi electoral opponent Patrick Little.71 The messages called
Fein ein lo al o he U.S. in o e ion b acc ing he of being an I aeli ci i en,
hile eminding li ene ha Li le lanned o id Ame ica of he ai o o Je . 72
The idea that Jews infiltrate societies in order to overthrow dominant social orders has
not died out over time and continues to haunt antisemitic discourse.
2.2. White Ethno-Nationalism
Acco ding o he So he n Po e La Cen e (SPLC) Hate Map, there are five
white nationalist organizations currently active in Southern California, and twelve total
in the state of California.73 These organizations clearly display their underlying beliefs
concerning race relations through their activities. One of these institutions is the
Occidental Observer, a far-right online magazine based in Laguna Hills.74 Kevin
MacDonald, the author of the previously mentioned antisemitic book series Culture of
Critique, serves as its editor.75 In the Occidental Observer mission statement,
MacDonald argues that white-dominated cultures, founded and expanded by European
settlers and their descendants, are under threat of extinction due to acceptance of the
mo al im e a i e of m l ic l ali m.76 According to MacDonald, the spread of
multiculturalism and the fact that white people are at risk of becoming racial minorities
within nations goes against natural social order.77 Essentially, MacDonald implies that
white people need some ability to regulate immigration and national borders to ensure
that they do not become minorities in the nations in which they live.
White nationalists also reason that white people must once again fully embrace
their white culture. Some individuals and organizations believe that achieving this goal
requires adopting physical or violent tactics. One high-profile organization that operates
in this manner is the Rise Above Movement (RAM), based in Huntington Beach. 78
David N. Myers, Jewish History: A very Short Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017), 108.
Ibid, 109.
71 J e Ga f li, R b call a ack Dianne Fein ein i h an i- emi ic l
, San Francisco Chronicle (San Francisco,
CA), May 14, 2018, https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Robocall-attacks-Dianne-Feinstein-with12914413.php.
72 Oren Segal, An i-Semi ic R b call S
ing Pa ick Li le P life a e in Calif nia, Ma 18, 2018,
https://www.adl.org/blog/anti-semitic-robocalls-supporting-patrick-little-proliferate-in-california.
73 Ha e Ma
S he n P e La Cen e , S he n P e La Cen e , h ://
. lcen e . g/ha emap?state=CA&ideology=white-nationalist.
74 Ibid.
75 Ke in MacD nald, Mi i n S a emen - The Occiden al Ob e e , The Occiden al Ob e e ,
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/mission/.
76 MacD nald, Mi i n S a emen , The Occiden al Ob e e .
77 Ibid.
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According to a September 2018 article in The Guardian, he g o
boa o e 50
members and fashions itself as a fight club. Its members train in various combat sports
ch a MMA and bo ing, hich he la e a l d ing ee figh and o e . 79
The Anti-Defama ion Leag e age abo RAM a e ha he g o
o en ible goal
is to restore European-Ame ican (i.e., hi e) c l e o Ame ica in backla h again he
perceived massive shifts in Christian culture in the U.S., which members believe nonwhite immigrants precipitated.80 These activities and belief eflec RAM aim o a d
turning the United States into an isolationist nation with a purely European-influenced
culture. To this end, RAM members were involved in protests in 2017 and 2018 in San
Bernardino, Huntington Beach and Berkeley, California and also in Charlottesville,
Virginia.81
The manifesto uploaded online by John T. Earnest, the nineteen-year-old shooter
who attacked Jewish congregants at a synagogue in Poway, CA in April 2019,
demonstrates how white nationalism in Southern California can escalate into acts of
m de . Ea ne called hi magnificen bloodline, hich he ace back o Engli h
settlers of Roanoke Island, a gift from God.82 Earnest also demonstrated belief in
medieval blood libel stories accusing Jews of harming European children.83 By urging
readers to remember the Pittsburgh, PA and Christchurch, New Zealand shooters
respectively, Earnest implicitly approved of the recent attacks on Jews and Muslims. 84
While Jews stood at the top of his hierarchy of hate, he also hated Latinx and black
eo le, calling hem
ef l
e fo he Je in e m of e lacing Whi e . 85 Of
non- hi e li ing eaceabl i h hi e , he aid, I do no ha e hem, b he a en
a ing. 86 With this quote, Earnest gave voice to the sentiment that non-whites and
whites cannot coexist within the same nation, suggesting the need for a white
ethnostate.
2.3. Anti-Immigrant Nativism
Ideas about immigration are intertwined with the ideology that calls for a white
ethnostate. While white nationalists have discussed their beliefs on immigration in texts
such as those mentioned in the previous section, they have also recently expanded on
hem in o he a . One ch e am le i in he Po a hoo e online manife o, he e
he claimed ha he i no a e o i beca e, among o he hing , hi kin i no
brown, he does not shout Arabic words or stink, and his nose is not ugly, drawing on
stereotypes that imagine all terrorists to be Arab Muslims and that depict Arabs and
Muslims as dirty, unattractive barbarians.87 Similarly, images collected by the AntiDefamation League about the Rise Above Movement show members at protests holding
Karim Zidan, Fa ci figh cl b : h
hi e na i nali
e MMA a a ec i ing
l, The Guardian,
September 11, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/sep/11/far-right-fight-clubs-mma-white-nationalists.
80 Ri e Ab
e M emen (R. A. M.), An i-Defamation League,
https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/rise-above-movement-ram.
81 Ibid.
82 J hn T. Ea ne , An
en le e . M name i J hn Ea ne and I am a man f E
ean ance
., Pa ebin.c m,
April 27, 2019, via Archive.today, https://archive.fo/mhFD2#selection-813.1331-813.1598.
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banners with anti-immig an logan
ch a Defend Ame ica: I lami o ! and
Ra ef gee no elcome! 88 These images suggest that white nationalists oppose
Muslim and Middle Eastern immigration to the United States, or even those who, in
their minds, threaten the whiteness of the United States by aiding immigrants.
White nationalists with ties to California have expressed hatred towards the
Latinx community as well. In its profile of Identity Evropa, a white nationalist group
founded by San Jose-raised Iraq War veteran Nathan Damigo, the Southern Poverty
Law Center documents the racism of its members.89 According to the SPLC, Identity
E o a
cce o g o , he Ame ican Iden i Mo emen (AIM), fo nded b San
Diego State University alumnus Patrick Casey,90 has tried to distance itself from its
forerunner because of negative attention garnered by its role in organizing the violent
2017 Uni e he Righ all in Cha lo e ille, Vi ginia. 91 The Anti-Defama ion Leag e
H.E.A.T Map records that on June 4, 2019, approximately six members of the American
Identity Movement held an unannounced demonstration at Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo
he e he ai ed a banne ha aid, Clo e he bo de b ild he all. 92 This protest
demonstrates a certain level of similarity with certain mainstream conservative antiimmigration rhetoric in recent years, mainly the belief that Latinx migrants from
Me ico and o he co n ie in La in Ame ica a e dange o fo he Uni ed S a e
culture and must be prevented from living in the country.93 This is not to suggest that all
current mainstream conservatives are automatically white nationalists, but rather that
this strain of rhetoric has struck a chord with present white nationalist movements.
2.4. Hate Speech
One of the most important changes in recent years concerning how white
nationalists spread and communicate their ideology is the fact that there has been a shift
in the way hate speech is moderated online. Multiple companies that provide online
services have gotten involved with legislative debates surrounding the regulation of hate
Ri e Ab e M emen , An i-Defamation League.
Iden i E
a S he n P e La Cen e , S he n P e La
Center, https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/identity-evropa. As a guest on a March 2017
episode of the War Room podcast, while describing his answer to someone on Tinder who asked if he considered
himself attractive, former Identity Evropa leader Eli Mosley said that the children of the black and Latinx people he
had fi ed a hi lace f
k e e m d child en. Sacc and Van e i Vandal, E i de 29: THOT S i l , March
20, 2017, in The War Room, produced by Vandal Void Radio, podcast, MP3 audio, 1:52:16,
https://panoptikum.io/episodes/273515, via the Internet Archive Wayback Machine,
https://web.archive.org/web/20170719211018/http://cdn.zencast.fm/download/media/1414/f51eb688-51f5-499ea45b-1a62333f01a0.mp3.
90 K i ina Da i , Which ha e g
a e e a ing in San Dieg ? , The San Diego Union-Tribune, May 26, 2019,
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/public-safety/story/2019-05-25/hate-groups-operating-in-san-diego.
91 Ha e a ch S aff, Whi e Na i nali G
Iden i E
a Reb and F ll ing P i a e Cha Leak , La nche
Ame ican Iden i M emen S he n P e La Cen e , S he n P e La Cen e , Ma ch 12, 2019,
https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2019/03/12/white-nationalist-group-identity-evropa-rebrands-followingprivate-chat-leaks-launches.
92 ADL H.E.A.T Ma , An i-Defamation League, https://www.adl.org/education-and-resources/resourceknowledge-base/adl-heatmap?s=eyJhcmVhIjp7InN0YXRlIjoiQ0EiLCJ0eXBlIjoic3RhdGUifSwiaWRlb2xvZ2llcyI6WyJSaWdodCBXaW5nI
ChXaGl0ZSBTdXByZW1hY2lzdCkiXSwiaW5jaWRlbnRzIjpbIldoaXRlIFN1cHJlbWFjaXN0IEV2ZW50IiwiV2hp
dGUgU3VwcmVtYWNpc3QgUHJvcGFnYW5kYSJdLCJ5ZWFyIjpbMjAxNywyMDE5XX0%253D.
93 Ha e a ch S aff, Whi e Na i nali G
Iden i E
a Reb and , S he n P e La Cen e
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speech, but Facebook is a good primary case study for examining how tech companies
are responding to such debates. Both Facebook and Google were involved in debates
with the Federal Communications Commission over net neutrality in 2015 and 2017.94
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg was interrogated by the Senate in 2018 regarding his
com an
ole in do n la ing R ian in ol emen in he 2016 elec ion ia
Facebook.95 In 2018 the Federal Trade Commission also opened an investigation of
Facebook to determine whether the company violated a consent decree from 2011,
which required the company to update users on changes to their privacy settings. 96
Facebook and Google were called before Congress to address white nationalism in
online spheres in April of 2019.97 Facebook issued a press release in March 2019 that it
would start banning posts, photos, and other content that make specific reference to
white nationalism and white separatism.98
American tech companies have been moderating online content in alignment
with the 1996 Communications Decency Act (CDA).99 Section 230 of the CDA protects
online service companies from being held legally culpable for the majority of the content
that is shared over their networks.100 The Sec ion a e ha no o ide o
e of an
interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any
info ma ion o ided b ano he info ma ion con en
o ide . 101 However, Section
230 does not apply in instances where more severe, federal crimes take place.102 This
section has come under fire during Congressional hearings in recent months. Frank
Pallone Jr., the Chairman of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, which holds
primary jurisdiction over the section, stated that the hearings are aimed at exploring
whether or not online companies have helped to foster a healthier internet using the
tools at their disposal including the CDA.103 To date, the only amendment made to
Section 230 was made in early 2018, when an exception was added that made it easier to
Da id Cha e n, Google and Facebook Oppose Managing the Internet. Except when they'Re Doing it.: Net
Neutrality is Up Next for Debate. how Will Online Companies Spin it?," Washington Post, (Washington, D.C.: WP
Company LLC), April 14, 2017,
https://search.proquest.com/washingtonpost/docview/1888153769/B2E2B2A4A9834F7CPQ/1?accountid=14512.
95 E an Hal e , Da id Pie
n and T ace Lien, Sena
Ven ed a Faceb k CEO Ma k Z cke be g - but may
lea e i a ha , Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles: Tribune Interactive, LLC.), April 10 2018,
https://search.proquest.com/docview/2024034447?accountid=14512&pq-origsite=summon.
96 Ibid.
97 T n R mm, Faceb
k, G gle
e if bef e C ng e ab
ead f hi e na i nali m, Washington Post,
(Washington, D. C.: WP Company LLC), April 3, 2019,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/04/03/house-lawmakers-question-facebook-google-spreadwhite-nationalism-online/.
98 T n R mm and Eli abe h D
kin, Faceb k a i ill n bl ck hi e-nationalist, white- e a a ic
,
Washington Post (Washington, D.C.), March 27, 2019,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/04/03/house-lawmakers-question-facebook-google-spreadwhite-nationalism-online/?utm_term=.209344729c51.
99 S e en O e l and A hle G ld, Tech fi m figh again ha e c
ld ha n hem, Politico (Arlington County,
VI), August 19, 2017, https://www.politico.com/story/2017/08/19/tech-firms-fight-hate-backlash-241807.
100 O e l and G ld, Tech fi m figh again ha e c
ld ha n hem, A g 19, 2017.
101 U. S. Congress, Communications Decency Act, 47 U.S.C. §230, June 15, 1995,
http://www.columbia.edu/~mr2651/ecommerce3/2nd/statutes/CommunicationsDecencyAct.pdf.
102 Ibid.
103 Emil Bi nba m, Reddi , G
gle
e if bef e H e anel n ech legal
ec i n , The Hill
(Washingston, D. C.), October 11, 2019, https://thehill.com/policy/technology/465430-reddit-google-to-testifybefore-key-house-panel-on-techs-legal-protections.
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prosecute individuals who run websites that support sex trafficking. 104 Section 230
essentially dictates that tech companies have no legal obligation to moderate potentially
radical, damaging online content. 105 In other words, under Section 230 internet
companies remove content on a voluntary basis.
One of the most interesting cases regarding public awareness of white
nationalism in the U.S. is the removal of The Daily Stormer from easy internet access.
The Southern Poverty Law Center previously labeled The Daily Stormer as the top hate
website in the United States since it hosts content that targets Jews, Muslims, people of
color, and women.106 While the internet domain registrar GoDaddy had argued
e io l ha he Dail S o me con en a
o ec ed nde he Fi Amendmen
and did no iola e he com an
e m of e ice, i hif ed o i ion af e he
Charlottesville protest and the death of Heather Heyer in 2017.107 Andrew Anglin, the
Daily Stormer founder, wrote a post attacking Heyer, who was killed while protesting a
neo-Nazi rally in Charlottesville, Virginia. In the post Anglin argued that many
individuals were glad Heyer was dead.108 This post was used as evidence to successfully
bar the website from using GoDaddy as a host, and when the site tried to find a new
home at Google, it was again rebuffed.109 The Daily Stormer again tried to regain its
ability to reach a mainstream audience through the use of a content delivery network
called BitMitigate, but BitMitigate revoked its services after Anglin failed to adequately
pay Epik.com, which manages BitMitigate.110 The moderation and legislation
surrounding hate speech in online spaces should be closely monitored, as it will have a
considerable impact on how white nationalist ideology is spread.
3. Internet
The internet is an integral tool for contemporary white nationalists. White
nationalists use the internet to build community, disseminate information, hold
discussions, harass people, and, for larger groups, organize action in meatspace. 111 Such
uses of the internet have attracted media attention. Most notoriously, three alleged
white nationalist mass shooters Brenton Tarrant, John Earnest, and Patrick Crusius
all f e en ed he eb i e 8chan
oli icall inco ec (/ ol/) imageboa d and o ed
their manifestos there.
Ibid.
O e l and G ld, Tech fi m figh again ha e c ld ha n hem, A gust 19, 2017.
106 Ka ie Me le and A i Selk, G Dadd - Then Google - ban neo-Nazi site Daily Stormer for disparaging
Cha l e ille Vic im, Washington Post (Washington, D. C.), August 14, 2017,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2017/08/14/godaddy-bans-neo-nazi-site-daily-stormer-fordisparaging-woman-killed-at-charlottesville-rally/?utm_term=.e5fb0f1759f9.
107 Me le and Selk, G Dadd - Then Google - ban neo-Na i i e Dail S
me , A g 14, 2017.
108 Ibid.
109 Ibid.
110 Hatewatch Staff, Dail S
me Web i e G e Da k Amid Cha , Southern Poverty Law Center, September
18, 2019, https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2019/09/18/daily-stormer-website-goes-dark-amid-chaos.
111 Ch i Schian and Unic n Ri , Sl
ching T a d he E hn a e: In ide he Ame ican Iden i M emen ,
Unicorn Riot, July 4, 2019, https://unicornriot.ninja/2019/slouching-towards-the-ethnostate-inside-the-americanidentity-movement/; Mea ace being he
i e f c be ace
mea ace i
ed in lie f eal life d e
to the fact that the Internet has become deeply integrated into everyday life and has tangible effects on meatspace.
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White nationalists have gathered on a large variety of sites, including 8chan,
since the mid-1990s. According to its fo nde , Don Black, S o mf on a he fi
oWhi e eb i e on he in e ne , e abli hed a a blic B lle in Boa d S em (BBS) in
1994 and website proper in 1995.112 Other white nationalist groups like the World
Church of the Creator, the KKK, and WAR popped up online later in the 1990s and
2000s.113 While independent websites like these continue to hold importance for white
nationalists, social media websites ranging from obscure platforms like Gab to
heavyweights like Twitter have also attracted white nationalists.
This section of the report surveys online white nationalist entities, trends, and
e en of no e. I i b oken in o h ee a , inde enden eb i e , main eam ocial
media, and f inge ocial media, b he e h ee ca ego ie a e deeply interconnected.
Thus, while each category has its own section, numerous instances of crossover are
noted and explained.
This research makes three major conclusions. The first is that there appears to be
a process wherein an individual is first radicalized by mainstream social media, and
then has their views reinforced by fringe social media. For individuals who follow this
path, independent websites are the primary source for opportunities to participate in
meatspatial white nationalist activity. The second conclusion is that there are vast
amounts of cross-pollination between communities. Content created on 4chan appears
on Reddit; Daily Stormer content is shared on Gab; and so on. Lastly, many white
nationalists have been repeatedly de-platformed, leading to a trend of pessimism among
a substantial number, though not all, of white nationalists.114
3.1. Independent websites
The independent websites of white nationalist and related organizations
primarily serve one of two purposes: to proliferate ideology and propaganda and/or to
recruit official members. The most prominent hub of white nationalist propaganda, The
Daily Stormer
hich ha an ac i e book cl b of
o e o e a ing in So he n
California received 2.85 million visits in the month of July and is currently the 8,131 st
most visited website in America.115 Even The Daily Stormer da kne i e ha abo 360
daily visitors and 2,990 daily page views, suggesting a small but dedicated dark web
readerbase. Moreover, while the discussion board feature of the website is no longer
accessible on the clearnet version, the site does have an active discussion board on the
website Discourse, accessed via the browser Tor. The Daily Stormer capitalizes on a
similar culture of irony and trolling that is common across the various internet media
sources utilized by white nationalists, and until recently, the homepage of the site
featured a ic e of 2017 Cha lo e ille ca a ack i h he ca ion Thank fo he
Memo ie (Fig e 1).116 But unlike the anonymous and largely unregulated nature of
social media sites like 4chan, the content of The Daily Stormer i c a ed b he i e
creator, Andrew Anglin. Although Anglin has attempted to defend the violent content of
See Appendix A.
Jessie Daniels, Cyber Racism: White Supremacy Online and the New Attack on Civil Rights (Lanham, MD:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2009), 94; 99; 101.
114 Though just beyond the purview of this report, there has also been considerable media attention given to the use
of chat services like Discord and Telegram by white nationalists.
115 https://www.similarweb.com/website/dailystormer.name
116 https://dailystormer.name/
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his website in the past as purely ironic, The Daily Stormer was dropped by a number of
domain registrars like GoDaddy, Zoho, and Sendgrid in the aftermath of Charlottesville
in 2017.117 While Anglin struggled to get his site up and running again with a foreign
domain registrar, the reach and momentum of his movement was significantly stunted.
But the sheer volume of traffic that The Daily Stormer continues to receive is a
tes amen o Anglin
ained infl ence among online hi e na ionali . Addi ionall ,
although he is not in Southern California, Andrew Anglin is by far the most popular
account on Gab among Southern Californian white nationalist entities.118

Figure 1: Daily Stormer Banner
Some other white nationalist leaders and groups based in Southern California
also use independent websites to distribute propaganda. John Friend, who is based in
Long Beach, uses his website, The Realist Report, to make frequent blog posts focused
on Holocaust denial and other conspiracies involving the Jewish community.119 Former
Klansman and Skinhead leader Tom Metzger, who lives in San Jacinto, posts video and
audio clips on his site White Aryan Resistance, hich he de c ibe a an ed ca ional
repository on the benefits of racial separation, highlighting the dangers of
m l ic l ali m and omo ing acial iden i and a e i o ial im e a i e. 120 Both
Friend and Metzger are active on social media. While Metzger does not appear to
network with other Southern Californian white nationalists of note, Friend follows many
fellow Southern Californian white nationalists on Twitter.121
As for recruitment, two national organizations have membership application
pages on their websites: the American Identity Movement (AIM) and Patriot Front.
L ke O B ien, The Making f an Ame ican Na i, The Atlantic, December 2017,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/12/the-making-of-an-american-nazi/544119/.
118 See Appendix B1.
119 Reali Re
, The H l ca
A T l T Fl d Ame ica Wi h Thi d W lde , The Realist Report, July 27,
2019, https://therealistreport.com/the-holocaust-as-tool-to-flood-america-with-third-worlders/.
120 https://www.resist.com/, at the bottom of the homepage.
121 See Appendix B1; out of a pool of five accounts in total.
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Bo h g o
eme ged f om he hec ic af e ma h of he A g
2017 Uni e he Righ
rally in Charlottesville. The American Identity Movement is a rebranded version of
Identity Evropa, and Patriot Front split off from Vanguard America after the rally.122
The c een ho belo (Fig e 2) de ic
a of he Pa io F on online ec i men
process. After submitting a brief initial application, applicants receive an email inviting
them to participate in an online interview via the web chat server Rocket.Chat. On
Twitter, both the American Identity Movement and Patriot Front were extremely active,
posting frequently from Southern California and connecting with other Southern
Californian white nationalist groups. However, sometime between September 19th and
October 17th 2019, bo h g o
T i e age e e
ended an interesting turn of
e en , gi en ha AIM had ho and of follo e and Pa io F on follo e co n
had been steadily rising. Likely for the sake of optics, the American Identity Movement
does not have a Gab account. Patriot Front does, however, and continues to regularly
post content, including content reflecting a presence in Southern California. 123
(Examples of this are found in the cited Appendix B2.)

Figure 2: Online Recruitment
3.2. Social Media
Anders Breivik, an infamous Norwegian white nationalist and mass murderer,
said in his influential 2011 manifesto:124 If o a e a E o ean a io and o a e no
on Facebook you need to shape up and adapt. . . . Online social networking sites will be

Anti-Defama i n Leag e, Pa i F n , adl. g, https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/patriot-front
(last accessed October 15, 2019).
123 See Appendix B2.
124 Jacob Aasland Ravndal, The Da k Web Enabled he Ch i ch ch Kille , Foreign Policy, March 16, 2019,
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/03/16/the-dark-web-enabled-the-christchurch-killer-extreme-right-terrorism-whitenationalism-anders-breivik/.
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e en ial in he decade o come fo con olida ion/ ec i men
o e . 125 On this
point, Breivik was largely correct, although his focus on Facebook is retrospectively too
narrow, as much online white nationalist activity now takes place on other social media
sites. The most used mainstream social media platforms for white nationalists in
Southern California are YouTube and Twitter, while the most used fringe social media
platforms are 4chan/8chan/Neinchan and Gab. More mainstream sites often serve to
generate interest in the ideology, whereas fringe sites serve to reinforce the ideology.
Cyberspatial strains of white nationalism generally have a great degree of continuity
with pre-internet white nationalism: they admire he Na i egime; he ead cla ic
white nationalist and adjacent texts; they hold antisemitic and racist views; and so on. 126
On the other hand, the internet has brought a greater embrace of lone wolf tactics, an
integration of internet meme culture into white nationalism, and the use of the internet
to meet and coordinate with fellow white nationalists. Ideologically, online white
nationalism is not monolithic per se, but it is more or less united by the aforementioned
pillars of white nationalist ideology antisemitism, white ethnonationalism, antiimmigrant nativism, and recruitment.
3.2.1. Mainstream social media
YouTube is unequivocally the central platform used to disseminate white
nationalist ideology on the internet. As one of the most visited sites on the internet,127
YouTube receives billions of visits each month, and more than 500 hours of content are
uploaded to the site every minute.128 Gi en he cale of Yo be infl ence, i i no
surprising that white nationalist individuals and organizations have utilized it as a tool
to communicate with and indoctrinate supporters. Along with sympathizers who go to
YouTube actively seeking out racist content, journalists have stated that white
na ionali m gain
o e h o gh he i e algo i hm of suggested videos, which
d i e 70% of he i e
affic.129 An hime Baked Ala ka Gione , a fo me al -righter,
described his experience on the website. He began by viewing moderate content but
hen en e ed a abbi hole of inc ea ingl f inge he o ic and conspiracy theories.130
Given the highly fluid and decentralized nature of the white nationalist ideological
landscape on YouTube, it is difficult to pin down the exact order of suggested videos that
might lead a viewer to alt-right content. In the course of writing this report, many videos
and channels were removed either by the creators themselves or by YouTube for
violating its hate speech code. Despite these difficulties in tracking content, we
encountered numerous anecdotal instances of YouTube-facilitated radicalization, and a
Ande B ei ik, 2083: A E
ean Decla a i n f Inde endence (2011), 3.117.
https://info.publicintelligence.net/AndersBehringBreivikManifesto.pdf
126 Such as The Protocols of the Elders of Zion and Ragna Redbea d
Might Is Right.
127 Dani al Malik, G
gle, Y T be, Faceb k: The W ld M P la Web i e in 2019, Digital
Information World, April 8, 2019, https://www.digitalinformationworld.com/2019/04/domains-with-the-most-visitsin-2019.html.
128 ame L ke Hale, M e Than 500 H
Of C n en A e N Being U l aded T Y T be E e Min e,
tubefilter, May 7, 2019.
https://www.tubefilter.com/2019/05/07/number-hours-video-uploaded-to-youtube-per-minute/
129 Ke in R
e, The Making f a Y T be Radical, The New York Times, June 8, 2019
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/06/08/technology/youtube-radical.html.
130 Ignaci Ma ine , The a nemen
f an al - igh
ll, The Daily Dot, last updated July 22, 2019,
https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/baked-alaska-atonement-alt-right-deplatforming/.
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study conducted by Monoel Horta Ribeiro and others empirically traced certain lines of
radicalization on YouTube; algorithmically generated channel recommendations in
particular have been shown to lead users from moderate channels to white nationalist
channels.131
Algorithms, of course, do not always work alone, and sometimes it is the
combination of a human agent alongside an algorithm that helps radicalize users. One
e am le of hi i Da e R bin in e ie of he al -right figure Stefan Molyneux on The
Rubin Report in late 2017. Rubin, himself a politically moderate individual and selfdescribed classical liberal,132 not only let Molyneux promote scientific racism
uncontested on The Rubin Report but more worryingly provided links to resources on
cien ific aci m
o ided b S efan eam, ha ed Mol ne
T i e acco n , and
ad e i ed Mol ne
hen-new book.133 Although Rubin allowed Molyneux to be a
guest on his show in the name of unconditional free speech, Rebecca Lewis, a researcher
a he hink ank Da a & Socie , e lained in a Se embe 2018 e o
h R bin
effo o enco age ie e o do mo e e ea ch on o o n ha in idio
even if
unintentional implications. According to the report,
Google returns radically different results based on small differences in search
queries for controversial topics a process which often reaffirms the bias of the
searcher. This is precisely the experience that political influencers support with
the search engine optimization techniques described above. For example, at the
ime of i ing, ea ching fo he e m IQ on Google e n ideo fea ing
Stefan Molyneux on he fi
age . Simila l , he fi
e l fo ace eali m in
YouTube search results is from the white nationalist publication American
Renaissance. Therefore, those doing their own research on the terms and topics
introduced by Molyneux are likely to discover content supporting the same racist
arguments.134
E ending hi logic, Mol ne
o he in e ac ion i h fig e mo e mode a e han he
al o ha e a c io
e
ea ch algo i hm . In elligence Q o ien (IQ) cience, a
suggested above, is a major thematic pattern connecting mainstream and fringe figures
on YouTube. University of Toronto professor Jordan Peterson, who has gained a
significant following on YouTube sometimes speaks about IQ differences between
individuals and populations, which has brought him into contact with figures who skirt
along the edges of the white nationalist movement chief among them being Stefan
Molyneux. Here is an excerpt of a conversation the two individuals had, from a 2017
ideo i led The IQ P oblem:

Man el H a Ribei e al., A di ing Radicali a i n Pa h a
n Y T be, a Xi :1908.08313 2 [c .CY], la
revised September 3, 2019, page 10, https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.08313v2.pdf.
132 Wh I Lef he Lef , Y
T be ide , 4:22, P age U, Feb a 6, 2017,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiVQ8vrGA_8.
133 S efan M l ne
n Ab i e Rela i n hi , A hei m (F ll In e ie ), Y T be ide , 1:02:07, The R bin
Re
, N embe 10, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-lN-KTpK_s.
134 Rebecca Le i , Al e na i e Infl ence: B adca ing he Reac i na
Righ n Y T be, Da a & S cie
Research Institute, September 2018, https://datasociety.net/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/DS_Alternative_Influence.pdf.
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Peterson: The e a e ofo nd and i all i emediable diffe ence in eo le
cognitive performance, and those differences have a very solid biological and
he i able ba i . Peo le don
an o hea ha . . . .
Mol ne : And e en o e he don want to hear that it differs between
genders and ethnicities. . . . It is one of the great heartbreaks when it comes to the
d eam of
e egali a iani m.
Pe e on: . . . The A hkena i Je , fo e am le, ha e on a e age a 15 oin
advantage over the rest of the Caucasian population which is sufficient to account
for their radical overrepresentation in positions of authority and influence and
od c i i . . . and j
o I m clea , I m no a ing ha a bad hing. 135
In this excerpt, Peterson explicitly distances himself from those who might use his
words to support racial separatism or antisemitism, and yet simply in amicably
engaging Mol ne , an Pe e on fan looking f he in o ace cience and IQ o ld,
again, have their search results influenced by Molyneux. Jordan Peterson is not a white
nationalist and has personally spoken against the alt- igh . Ho e e , Ribei o e al.
d demon a e ha a ignifican amo n of Yo T be e
ho a ch In ellec al
Da k Web fig e 136 are algorithmicall mo ed o a d al -li e, 137 and sometimes even
alt- igh con en . Addi ionall , Le i
d ho
ha Yo T be con en make he
results an internet user receives from search engines biased toward the content they had
been watching. Thus, although a figure like Jordan Petersonis is indeed not a white
nationalist, the way networks function on the internet means that his collaboration with
Molyneux lays the foundation for viewers to move further to the right. In short,
moderate personalities cannot be considered wholly separate from less moderate ones.
While Mol ne doe no a ea o be an e emi , hi com a a i el edgie
status means that he, and others like him, serve as an important link bridging the gap
between conservatives and fascists. A few years ago, for instance, Molyneux interviewed
and interacted with Jared Taylor, founder of the white supremacist magazine American
Renaissance.138 The abili o j m f om he al -li e o he al - igh i al o e e ed
in the following post from Neinchan / ol/ boa d:
The IQ P blem J dan Pe e n & S efan M l ne , Y T be ide , 6:15, Ge di C gi ne, A g 15,
2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iF8F7tjmy_U.
136 F m Ribei
e al., age 2: The In ellec al Da k Web (I.D.W. ) i a e m c ined b E ic R
Wein ein
refer to a particular group of academics and podcast hosts. The neologism was later popularized in a New York
Times opinion article, where it is em l ed de c ibe [a]: collection of iconoclastic thinkers, academic renegades
and media personalities who are having a rolling conversation about all sorts of subjects, (...) touching on
controversial issues such as abortion, biological differences between men and women, identity politics, religion,
immigration, etc . The g
de c ibed in he NYT iece incl de Sam Ha i , J dan Pe e n, Ben Sha i , Da e
R bin and J e R gan.
137 F m Ribei
e al., age 2: The e m Al -lite was created to differentiate right-wing activists who deny to
emb acing hi e
emaci ide l g
. Al -right writer and white supremacist Greg Johnson describes the
difference between Alt-right and Alt-li e b he igin f i na i nali m: The Alt-lite is defined by civic nationalism
as opposed to racial nationalism, which is a defining characteristic of the Alt-right.
[I] i im
an
in
that the line between the Alt-right and the Alt-lite is blurry, as many Alt-liters are accused of dog-whistling:
attenuating thei eal belief
a eal a m e gene al blic and
e en ge ing banned [f m cial media].
138 An H ne C n e a i n Ab
Race, Bi ch e ide , 1:18:32, S efan M l ne , J l 14, 2019 ( ec ding
originally released July 8, 2016), https://www.bitchute.com/video/YSB8xFt19JSL/.
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Just a few years ago I was anti-racist and wouldn't have given NatSoc ideas the
time of day. . . . Now I unironically think the only thing Hitler did wrong was not
gassing the kikes. My point being, I got here eventually. . . . We also need some
people hiding their power levels and selling a more-normie friendly message to
pull people in our direction. Even the alt-lite cucks are somewhat useful in that
ega d. Sa gon [of Akkad, an an i-SJW Yo T be ] a a of m ed ill
journey and I find the guy laughable now.139
While i i no a gi en ha one ill an i ion f om In ellec al Da k Web
e o he
al -li e, no f om he al -li e o he al -right, if someone does make that full
transition, he or she often finds themselves on sites like 8chan, Neinchan, and Gab.140
3.2.2. Fringe social media
Due to its association with the shootings in Christchurch, El Paso, Dayton, at
Chabad of Poway, and at Gilroy Garlic Festival shootings, 8chan has been a lightning
rod for controversy. In order to understand 8chan, it is first necessary to examine
4chan. Launched in 2003, 4chan is arguably the preeminent English-language
imageboa d i e. Imageboa d i e a e di ided in o man diffe en boa d
sections of
the site devoted to a variety of topics and interests. By uploading an image to a board,
participants can start a discussion thread, akin to threads on more conventional internet
forums.141 A major difference between 4chan and a conventional forum, however, is that
there is no user registration, meaning that users post anonymously. 4chan has long had
a reputation for being edgy, crude, and controversial. One board on 4chan, entitled
/ ol/ ( Poli icall Inco ec ), gained a ic la no o ie d ing he 2016 e iden ial
campaign for combining virulently racist content with general support for candidate
Donald Trump. 8chan was established in October 2013, years before 4chan received
widespread media attention in the 2016 presidential election. Its founder, Fredrick
Ho heel B ennan, c ea ed he i e a a e on e o ha he a a 4chan heninc ea ing a ho i a iani m and e ic ion on f ee eech.142 8chan differed from
4chan in two major ways: users could create their own boards, and content moderation
was even more laissez-faire. The website was controversial from its inception, but this
controversy reached a fever pitch as direct ties between 8chan and white nationalist
violence were made apparent in early 2019. All of the aforementioned shooters actively
browsed 8chan, and three of them posted their manifestos to the site.
A m ch a eac iona
oli ic had a home on 4chan / ol/, 8chan / ol/ a
yet more unrestrained. Much praise, for example, was given on the site to Samuel
Woodward, a member of Atomwaffen Division who murdered Blaze Bernstein last year
in Orange County, CA. After the Chabad of Poway shooting, however, a federal search
warrant was issued against 8chan, causing suspicion among some users. For the next
few months, multiple threads discussed the need o mig a e o he da k eb o
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R297gBdGNiRw84VrIcH8swqxrvk7mOY0/view?usp=sharing, page 4.
A list of white nationalist entities on Twitter and Gab, their followings, and their interconnections have been
outlined and charted in Appendix B1.
141 An example of a 4chan thread is seen in Appendix C.
142 Pa ick H
ell O'Neill, 8chan, he cen al hi e f Game ga e, i al an ac i e ed hile ne
k, The Daily
Dot, last updated March 30, 2017, https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/8chan-pedophiles-child-porn-gamergate/.
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bemoaned the alleged presence of federal agents on the site. Amidst this growing
discontent, a new imageboard site, Neinchan, was founded later in 2019. While not as
o la a 8chan, Neinchan di c ion a e mo e b azen, some too controversial even
for 8chan (see below). There is a particular focus on militancy. For a while, one of the
inned h ead a cen e ed a o nd Jame Ma on Siege, a radical white supremacist
text advocating decentralized, anti-societal terror. As of October 15, 2019, the two most
popular threads, with hundreds of comments each, are dedicated to Brenton Tarrant,
the Christchurch shooter. More users moved to Neinchan after the El Paso shooting.
Cloudflare withdrew from providing infrastructure and security for 8chan and the site
has been inaccessible since August 4, 2019. No direct connections between post-8chan
communities and Southern Californian meatspace have been made as of November 15,
2019.

Figure 3: An 8chan-unfriendly post on Neinchan from July 17, 2019
3.3. Conclusion
This report demonstrates the deep level of interconnectedness that exists
between the peripheries and the cores of cyberspace. Independent websites, mainstream
social media websites, and fringe social media websites all feed into each other.
YouTube radicalizes people, sites like Neinchan cement this radicalism, and sites like
patriotfront.us give white nationalists the opportunity to learn more about their
ideology and put it into meatspatial practice. Per Appendix B1, as the rudimentary
network analysis shows, there are direct connections between aggressively, unabashedly
hateful figures such as Andrew Anglin and those who try to pursue clean optics such as
Patrick Casey.
4. Mapping
According to the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), from 2016 to 2019, the state of
California experienced 1,114 incidents of white nationalism: 293 propaganda incidents,
20 white supremacist events, 7 extremist murders, 1 shootout, 3 terrorist plots and
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attacks, and 820 antisemitic incidents.143 UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy
constructed a map, using Google Maps, that pinpoints every incident of white
nationalism that has occured in Southern California from 2016-2019. In constructing
our map, we observed the past three years of white nationalist activity in Southern
California. The ADL H.E.A.T. map was our main source of data for tracking white
nationalist activity in Southern California during that time. 144
While the ADL H.E.A.T. map highlights the different types of incidents that have
occurred, our map highlights the most active groups responsible for these incidents. For
example, the ADL categorizes each white nationalist incident into the following
categories: a) Extremist Murders, b) Terrorists Plots and Attacks, c) Extremist/Police
Shootouts, d) White Supremacists Events, e) White Supremacist Propaganda, and f)
Antisemitic Incidents. In contrast, our map categorizes each incident according to the
group that committed it. For example, alt-right groups such as Identity Evropa,
American Identity Movement, Patriot Front and the Daily Stormer Book Club were all
main actors in white supremacist propaganda and white supremacist events throughout
Southern California. Our map pinpoints the location and type of incident, categorized
according to the groups that have committed them.

Figure 4: Anti-Defamation League H.E.A.T. map

143
144

An i-Defama i n Leag e. Anti-Defamation League, www.adl.org/.
H.E.A.T stands for Hate, Extremism, Anti-Semitism and Terrorism.
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Figure 5: White nationalist activity map of UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy
We categorized our map in this way in order to show who is most responsible for
spreading white nationalist hate and propaganda in Southern California. We found that
Identity Evropa (recently renamed American Identity Movement) was responsible for 59
out of 127 white nationalist incidents that have occurred in the past three years. Patriot
Front, another alt-right group active in California, was responsible for 27 incidents in
total. Further, The Daily Stormer Book Clubs were responsible for 10 incidents, and the
Aryan Underground was responsible for three. All of these groups have worked to
spread their message of hate by posting propaganda flyers and banners throughout
Southern California.
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Figure 6: Propaganda flyers by (from left to right) Identity Evropa, Patriot Front, and
The Daily Stormer Book Club
I im o an o no e ha Iden i E o a, Pa io F on and he Dail S o me
Book Club are the most consistently active alt-right groups. However, our map also
shows other less consistent groups that have committed white nationalist incidents,
murders, and attacks in the past three years. For instance, in 2018, Samuel Woodward,
age twenty and a member of the white supremacist group Atomwaffen, was imprisoned
for stabbing his former high school classmate Blaze Bernstein to death.145 Bernstein was
gay and Jewish, two qualities that led Woodward to target him. Further, some
individuals unaffiliated with any specific group have also contributed to the total count
of incidents. White supremacist John T. Earnest, who was responsible for the Poway
synagogue shooting in April 2019, did not affiliate with any specific group. Instead,
Ea ne
a aid o ha e been in i ed b B en on Ta an killing spree in New
Zealand in March 2019.146
In revealing who the most active groups are, we then looked to distinguish the
patterns of group activity. First, almost all of the incidents took place around large
metropolitan areas, particularly in areas with large Jewish communities such as Los
Angeles, Orange County, and San Diego. There were little to no occurrences of activity in
G eenbla , J na han. Wa Bla e Be n ein' M de a Ha e C ime? We Need Kn . Anti-Defamation
League, 5 Feb. 2018, www.adl.org/news/op-ed/was-blaze-bernsteins-murder-a-hate-crime-we-need-to-know.
145

Deadl Sh ing a Calif nia Chabad Highligh Th ea
Je i h H e f W hi . An i-Defamation
League, 27 Apr. 2019, www.adl.org/blog/deadly-shooting-at-california-chabad-highlights-threat-to-jewish-housesof-worship.
146
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more remote regions outside of these areas. Second, almost all of the propaganda flyers
and banner postings were distributed on college campuses throughout Southern
California. From this, we concluded that white nationalist groups are looking to recruit
young, white, educated men and sometimes women. 147
We conclude that the most active groups currently working to spread their white
nationalist message are Identity Evropa (recently renamed as American Identity
Movement), Patriot Front, and the Daily Stormer Book Clubs. These groups do not aim
to spread their message through the use of violence because they want to avoid drawing
too much attention to themselves. As a matter of fact, two of these groups in particular
have previously denounced, or were founded on principles that denounce, their
involvement in violent rallies or events. In 2018, Andrew Anglin, the founder of the
Daily Stormer Book Cl b, deno nced hi g o
in ol emen i h hi e
emaci
e en and aid ha [In ead of iolen allie and o e ] fl e ing, banne d o and
flash mobs have been successful, are very low risk and [actually] contribute to the goal
of spreading he me age. F he , on AIM
eb i e he
ecificall
a e ha
American Identity Movement believes in effecting change peacefully and lawfully, and
ejec
oli ical iolence, e emi m, and
emaci m in all of i fo m . 148
In other words, these alt-right groups are intellectualizing the manner in which
they spread their message; they are opting to reject political violence, extremism, and
emaci m in fa o of i al demon a ion and eacef l ac i i m filled i h ha eful
rhetoric. This is a more sustainable way for them to gain more followers and grow.

Figure 7: Racist skinheads (above) and Identity Evropa at their first convention in
March 2018 (below); this shows the character development of white nationalist
culture, from rugged, tattooed gang members to clean-cut looking professionals.
Upon further investigation, we found that most groups, such as the Daily Stormer Book Clubs, do not accept
women. However, American Identity Movement (formerly known as Identity Evropa) does encourage women to
join.
148 Ab
AIM. American Identity Movement, www.americanidentitymovement.com/about/.
147
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These groups showcase a more non-violent nature; they work by strategically
spreading their hateful message through distributing propaganda flyers and banners.
They mostly target college campuses, heeding the notion that they are looking to recruit
a certain type of individual: young, white and educated. The most prominent group,
recently renamed American Identity Movement, consists solely of members that are
college-aged men and women and working professionals. Contemporary white
supremacist groups are focused on intellectualizing white supremacist ideology; they
have foregone Skinhead culture for a more conservative and professional style. Taking
note of this, communities need to look into how to protect young people in their
educational environments.
5. Recommendations
Research into the history, ideology, internet presence, and geographic activity of
white nationalists in Southern California led the team to focus on strategies to prevent
the spread of white nationalism. Of particular concern is the possible seepage of white
nationalist ideology into the minds of young people in insidious fashion, and often
through social media.
A key first line of defense must be increased training for teachers and students for
students in schools. Children can easily and unwittingly absorb negative stereotypes and
misinformation through social media, confusing malign and veiled racist language with
popular memes and lingo. Teachers in schools can and should play an active role in
identifying and challenging the facile absorption of dangerous language and ideas, but
they need to be afforded the opportunity, training, and resources to do so. 149
A closely related goal is enhanced media literacy for teachers, students, and
parents. The ubiquity of the internet and the constant use of social media by kids enable
white nationalists to prey on unsuspecting victims. The current moment demands that
teachers, media experts, and scholars of white nationalism join together to develop best
practices to prevent exposure to white nationalist propaganda and phishing attempts.
Thi lead o he L kin Cen e e ea ch eam
o o al of an ea l a ning
system to identify escalating steps of toxic white nationalist language. We understand
how easily and innocently people, especially children at an impressionable age, can fall
prey to the dark world of racist white nationalists. The scale below is intended as a tool
for teachers, parents, and others to identify stages in the absorption of white nationalist
ideas:
1. Accidental Absorption: A young internet user finds amusing and passes on a
meme of Pepe the Frog standing outside of a gas chamber without any
knowledge of the Holocaust.
2. Edgy Transgression: A high schooler hears and then repeats a joke about the
Holocaust as a form of shock humor, but without any connection to a white
Among the best resources for teache i he e cellen
lki f he We e n S a e Cen e , C nf n ing Whi e
Na i nali m in he Cla
m
(https://www.pps.net/cms/lib/OR01913224/Centricity/Domain/4/ConfrontingWhiteNationalisminSchoolsToolkit.pd
f). See also the materials of the Anti-Defamation League, https://www.adl.org/education/resources/tools-andstrategies/after-charlottesville-teaching-about-racism-antisemitism and Facing History and Ourselves,
https://www.facinghistory.org/educator-resources/current-events/explainer/white-nationalism.
149
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nationalist group or cause.
3. Political Provocation: This category includes those who regularly listen to
professional provocateurs such as white nationalist Richard Spencer, who
advocates for the creation of white ethnostate, but denies any affiliation with
violent white nationalist action. Other examples include prominent voices in
more mainstream media outlets (such as Tucker Carlson of Fox News), who
use a similar language of resentment against non-white immigrant
populations as the far right.150
4. Overt Hate: A clear example of this would be readers of Andrew Anglin, the
far-right agitator who celebrated the death of Heather Heyer, the victim of the
Charlottesville attack in 2017, on his website, The Daily Stormer. Those who
eg la l ead Anglin i e ha e moved from edgy transgression and political
provocation to overt hate.
5. Physical Violence: This category includes those who read and admire the
deeds and writings of Robert Bowers, the alleged murderer of the Tree of Life
synagogue in Pittsburgh or John T. Earnest, the alleged murderer shooter
who targeted the Chabad of Poway Synagogue.
While the boundaries between each are fluid, these five categories reflect an increase in
severity and forms of expression of white nationalist activity. Each category is also
intended to provide a means for detection and, in concert with media literacy training
and increased education in schools, to prevent or halt such future occurrences.
6. Appendix
A - Don Black explains the origins of Stormfront
Stormfront could not be archived using archive.org because the site does not allow
c a le . In ead, e ha e o ided a c een ho a e idence of he i e con en .

Eli a Relman, T cke Ca l n a immig an ha e l nde ed he US and an
eal Ame ican Weal h,
Business Insider, May 22, 2019, accessed at https://www.businessinsider.com/tucker-carlson-says-immigrants-haveplundered-the-us-2019-5.
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Figure 8: Stormfront

B - Southern Californian white nationalist entities
1. Social Media Presences of Southern Californian white nationalist entities
During the research process, it became clear that Andrew Anglin, the founder and
editor of The Daily Stormer, is a prominent figure followed by multiple Southern
Californian entities of interest. Thus, while he is almost certainly not in Southern
California (his exact whereabouts are unknown), he is included in this report because of
his influence on Southern Californian white nationalists.
First is a list of all relevant entities. Second is a table charting who follows whom
on Twitter. Third is a table charting who follows whom on Gab.
1. Social Media Presence of Individuals and Groups
● AA: Andrew Anglin
14,164 followers on Gab on July 8, 2019 | 14,400 on
August 15, 2019 | 14,477 on September 19, 2019
Founder and editor for the Daily Stormer, a neo-Nazi news and meme site. The
steady increase of followers on Gab, along with his level of connectedness to
Southern Californian entities, is cause for sustained interest.
● AIM: American Identity Movement
6,058 followers on Twitter on July 8,
2019 | 6,132 on August 15, 2019 | 6,486 on September 19, 2019 | ACCOUNT
SUSPENDED AS OF AT LEAST OCTOBER 17, 2019
A white nationalist movement that leans heavily on respectability political
rhetoric, a racist phoenix which rose from the ashes of Identity Evropa. It has
been active in Newport, Pasadena, and San Diego, among other places in SoCal.
● AFP: American Freedom Party
o 2,347 followers on Twitter on July 8, 2019 | 2,365 on August 15, 2019 |
2,370 on September 19, 2019
o 167 followers on Gab on July 8, 2019 | 176 on August 15, 2019 | 188 on
September 19, 2019
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

A white nationalist party in California based out of Los Angeles.
ANP: American Nazi Party 1,152 followers on Gab on July 8, 2019 | 1,183 on
August 15, 2019
The American Nazi Party is what it says on the tin. It has historically had a
presence in California.
IE: Identity Evropa 6,196 followers on Gab [defunct]
A fo e nning hi e iden i a ian o gani a ion, IE had a no able e ence on
Southern Californian campuses. It tried to craft a cool, modern image for white
nationalism, attempting to make it associated with hip fashion and eye-catching
logos rather than skinheads and Adolf Hitler. In California, it has been rebranded
as AIM since 2019.
KM: Kevin MacDonald
o 29,939 followers on Twitter on July 8, 2019 | 29,993 on August 15, 2019 |
29,886 on September 19, 2019
o 1,328 followers on Gab on July 8, 2019 [defunct]
Infamo
academic face of an i emi i m and fo me
ofe o a CSULB.
PC: Patrick Casey
o 14,597 followers on Twitter on July 8, 2019 | Account suspended as of
August 1, 2019
o 230 followers on Gab [defunct]
Former member of IE and founder of AIM. His ban from Twitter on August 1,
2019 was a surprising development, given his commitment to a rhetoric of
respectability politics.
PF: Patriot Front
o 130 followers on Twitter on July 8, 2019 | 607 on August 15, 2019 | 720 on
September 19, 2019 | ACCOUNT SUSPENDED AS OF AT LEAST
OCTOBER 17, 2019
o 2,546 followers on Gab on July 8, 2019 | 2,691 followers on August 15,
2019 | 2,760 on September 19, 2019
White nationalist and neo-fascist group in California. Though a statewide
organization, it is known to have a presence in Southern California.
RAM: Rise Above Movement Gab: 809 followers on July 8, 2019 | 858
followers on August 15, 2019 | 885 followers on September 19, 2019
White supremacist fitness club and militia (of sorts), known for fighting
progressives and leftists at various protests and rallies. Based out of Huntington
Beach.
RR: Realist Report
o 3,354 followers on Twitter on July 8, 2019 | 3,344 on August 15, 2019 |
3,343 on September 19, 2019
o 208 followers on Gab on July 8, 2019 | 205 on August 15, 2019 | 207 on
September 19, 2019
Based out of Poway.
TOQ: The Occidental Quarterly 106 followers on Twitter [defunct]
A white supremacist and racialist magazine with an academic veneer; companion
to The Occidental Observer, which is based out of Laguna Hills.
WAR: White Aryan Resistance
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673 followers on Twitter on July 8, 2019 | 678 on August 15, 2019 | 677 on
September 19, 2019
o 317 followers on Gab on July 8, 2019 | 335 on August 15, 2019 | 341 on
September 19, 2019
Brainchild of Tom Metzger, a Southern Californian white supremacist who
influentially advocated for lone wolf strategies of action. Based out of San
Jacinto.
2. Twitter Follows
Across: accounts white supremacist organiations and individuals follow; Down:
accounts that follow them
o

Twitter

AIM

AIM

x

AFP

AFP

KM

[PC]

PF

RR

TOQ

WAR

x

KM

x

[PC]

x

PF

x

RR

x

TOQ

x

WAR

x
Figure 9: Twitter follows

The Realist Report has the most outgoing connections (3). Kevin MacDonald and
AFM have the most incoming connections (2). The American Freedom Party has the
most mutual connections (2).
3. Gab Follows
Gab

AA

AA

x

AFP
ANP
IE
KM

AFP

ANP

IE

KM

PC

PF

RAM

RR

WAR

x
x
x
x
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PC

*

x

PF

x
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x

RR

x

WAR

x
Figure 10: Gab follows

* And e Anglin i Pa ick Ca e one and onl follo on Gab.
Patriot Front has the most outgoing connections (3). Andrew Anglin has the most
incoming connections (4). There are no mutual connections between Southern
Californian actors of interest on Gab.
2. Southern California-related posts of Southern Californian white nationalist entities
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Figure 11: Patriot Front posters
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C - An example of an imageboard thread

Figure 12: A thread about eggs on 4cha

c

ki g (/ck/) b a d

D - White nationalists on Neinchan and suspicion
● He e belo (Fig e 9), a
e a e
ha fede al agen (aka glo nigge
o
glo ie ) ha e infil a ed Neinchan. Thi e m come f om Te
A. Da i , a
programmer known for creating the operating system TempleOS and for his
e a ic beha io and commen . He aid, CIA nigge glo in he da k, o can
ee hem if o ' e d i ing, o j
n hem o e . Tha ' ha o do. Ce ain
e on he chan conce ali ed glo ing in he da k a being
con ic o , hen combined glo
i h he acial l
o efe o
o ed la
enfo cemen agen
o ing on he boa d . F om hi , lang age ch a
o e
glo ing o ld mean, o e clea l an in e lo e , and a e la enfo cement.
● Belo i a
e
e on e o a h ead i led Wha a e / ol/ ho gh on he El
Pa o hoo e ? Thi e on e ha he glo
mean ha he e belie e ha
the El Paso shooting was some sort of false flag or that Patrick Crusius was
somehow part of or manipulated by law enforcement.
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Figure 13: Examples of language used
●

Below (Figure 14), a e a e
ha black ill h ead ( ha i , h ead
embracing pessimism) are a conscious, concerted, and outside effort to
demoralize Neinchan. The user also claims that Neinchan is a website meant to
attract a certain user base for the sake of observing and surveilling it.

Figure 14: Thread example
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